Abstract

Recognition of gaps between evidence gained from mental health research and clinical practice in the community together with changes in treatment patterns and patient/provider preferences for care have led to interest in enhancements in the designs and analyses of clinical and community trials of mental health interventions. Gaps between clinical trials and community care include differences in populations and treatment strategies. To bridge these gaps, we propose enhancing the simple randomized trial with several different designs with the immediate aims of improving patient recruitment and adherence in psychiatric intervention studies thus bringing study designs more in line with clinical practice. The goals are to estimate treatment efficacy and effectiveness so that both internal and external validity are optimized. In this discussion, we address design and analytic issues with respect to a number of enhancements of the randomized trial design, including partial patient-provider preference designs, randomized encouragement and consent designs, fixed adaptive design, and random between- and within-patient adaptive designs. Each has advantages and disadvantages depending on the effect under investigation. Some of these enhancements, such as the fixed adaptive design, have begun to be implemented in effectiveness trials in mental health services research, but all are worthy of more attention. © 2003 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Recent pressures to improve patient care in psychiatry in a cost-effective way have brought to light the gulf between the relatively simple and fixed treatments typically assessed in randomized clinical trials and the complex exigencies of routine care. There are two important aspects to the gap between the results of randomized clinical trials and what occurs in clinical practice, especially in treating psychiatric disorders: 1) the gap between populations receiving psychiatric care and the highly select study samples recruited to clinical trial research; and 2) the gap between the complex individualized and sequential treatment required for psychiatric disorders and the relatively fixed and simple interventions examined in clinical trials research. Other factors include attrition and nonadherence to treatment, which is often not addressed in the literature reports of clinical trials. Evidence for the gap in outcomes is well-documented. It has been reported that 80–90% of persons with major depressive disorder can be treated successfully based on efficacy studies, [1] whereas, among patients receiving usual care in primary care settings, as many as 80% of those with depression fail to improve, and, among those who do, relapse is common. [2–7] Many clinical trials demonstrating higher success rates have typically enrolled highly selected and motivated patients who become the target of resource-intensive interventions.

More recent effectiveness health services trials have been reporting better response rates in usual care as well as recruitment rates, but these have been paralleled by substantial increases in the improvement observed with placebos in clinical trials [8]. A substantial gap remains between what is...
obtained for active treatment in clinical trials and what is observed in routine care outside of specialty settings. Furthermore, although data remain limited, the gap with what is obtained in clinical trials seems to extend to the routine care provided by psychiatrists as well as primary care physicians [9].

One aspect of the gap between clinical trials and practice pertains to differences in treatment patterns. It has been reported that approximately 40–50% of patients fail to remit on the initial antidepressant prescribed to them [10]. Although care often requires combinations or sequences of treatments, seldom are the full algorithms that guide decisions subject to empirical tests in clinical trials. When such complexity is accommodated, seldom is it done in a way that allows examination of the contributions of specific components of the algorithm. Another aspect of the outcomes gap entails selection bias or sample versus population differences [11–15]. Zimmerman, Mattia and Posternak [16] reported that 85% of depressed outpatients would be excluded from the typically antidepressant randomized trial. In a study of screening for depression, 60% of primary care patients screening positive failed to complete a follow-up interview [17]. Using waiting room screening as a basis for identifying eligible patients, Wells, Sherbourne, Schoenbaum, Duan, Meredith, Unutzer et al. [18] found that less than half were willing to enroll in a clinical trial aimed at improving the outcome of depression. Some of these shortcomings of randomized trials are not apparent because of the dearth of trials reporting selection bias indicators.

Further complicating matters, the resulting population of potential depression study participants is constantly changing. There is a shrinking pool of persons who have never been exposed to any treatment and who are not currently receiving an antidepressant at the point of efforts to recruit them into clinical trials. As antidepressant prescribing has increased, rates of treatment may now equal or exceed the prevalence of depression [19]. Decreased stigma, increased treatment availability, and direct to consumer marketing of pharmaceuticals are all associated with increased identification and treatment of depression. They also affect the characteristics and preferences of potential study populations.

Patient/provider preference can clearly lead to both non-adherence to treatment and study attrition. Schulberg, Block, Madonia, Rodriguez, Scott and Lave, in one of the largest efficacy studies of guideline-level treatment in primary care, screened over 10,000 primary care patients aged 18–64 years and randomized 283 patients with major depressive disorder to treatment with nortriptyline, interpersonal psychotherapy, or usual care. [21–22] Whether randomized to antidepressant or interpersonal therapy, 15% of patients dropped out immediately after randomization. Despite the team resources afforded the intervention patients in this study, including pharmacotherapists and psychotherapists dedicated to the intervention, only one in three of the intervention patients completed a full course of therapy. However, among those completing treatment, approximately 70% of intervention patients compared with 20% of usual care patients were recovered at 8 months. Moreover, in another study, Oxman, Barrett, Sengupta, Katon, Williams, Frank and Hegel [23] found that the majority of primary care patients who completed either pharmacotherapy or brief problem-solving therapy opted not to continue treatment at the end of randomized clinical trial targeting minor depression and dysthymia. This is consistent with the high rates of discontinuation of treatment with antidepressants in routine care [24] or open label studies [25].

Such resistance to treatment occurs in spite of the popularization of antidepressants through the media and word of mouth, and to increased confidence among patients and practitioners about their safety, acceptability, and effectiveness. The net result is that depressed persons are more likely to have a history of at least partial treatment that affects preferences and expectations. Those who might have once been interested in participating in research to obtain a desired treatment, such as medication, can now more readily obtain these treatments without the burden of participating in trials. The implications for conducting research in such a changing environment are profound. For example, in a randomized trial performed in the United Kingdom that compared antidepressant medication with marital therapy, Leff, Vearnals, Brewin, Wolff, Alexander, Asen et al. reported that marital therapy resulted in better outcomes [26]. However, this positive result was qualified by a 55% drop-out rate in the antidepressant group compared to 15% in the marital therapy group. One explanation for this discrepancy may have been that study enrollees had greater preferences for marital therapy, a treatment that is not widely available in the UK. They may have been interested in study participation because it provided them with an opportunity to receive marital therapy. Antidepressant treatment is widely available and is part of the national health care coverage and there would be less incentive to participate in the study if one were more inclined to obtain pharmacological treatment. Once enrolled and assigned to a treatment condition those assigned to receive marital therapy may have been more inclined to adhere to treatment and to remain in the
study than those assigned to the less preferred medication treatment arm.

Closing these large gaps between clinical trials research and outcomes in practice has proven to be very difficult because there may be significant interactions between a number of equally salient and challenging factors: patient/provider self-selection, nonadherence, and attrition. Self-selection, nonadherence and attrition can work in a synergistic way to produce misleading conclusions from these studies. When this occurs, findings from clinical trials can actually widen the gap between research and clinical practice. Intent-to-treat analyses are typically performed with the intention of producing tests and estimates of treatment efficacy or the “planned treatment effect” [27] (i.e., the impact of an intervention under ideal conditions). However, when there is treatment nonadherence, intent-to-treat analyses do not produce tests or estimates of treatment efficacy; rather they produce estimates and tests of the “implemented treatment effect” [27] or “public health benefit” [28] (i.e., the impact of an intervention in a population with the same pattern of patient behavior as in the study sample). In combination with the biased selection of study samples for clinical trials, treatment nonadherence can result in inferences about treatment effects limited by the adherence behavior that occurs in very exclusive populations [20,28]. The external validity of clinical trials is affected by the triple blow of biased patient selection, treatment nonadherence and attrition, which are all functions of patient preference and treatment patterns in the population.

We note that there are now effectiveness trials being designed and implemented that begin to incorporate attention to patient preference and clinician flexibility in the delivery of treatment [29,30], which fall under the class of “fixed adaptive designs” in the subsequent section on “Alternative Study Designs”. However, the full range of options available for addressing such issues have not been articulated, and the data analytic strategies available in published studies do not yet exploit their full potential. Namely, results from designs allowing clinician discretion in the delivery of treatment are analyzed in a molar, blackbox fashion– in a way that does not allow evaluation of the effectiveness of particular treatment choices. Such evaluations are now facilitated in more valid ways than previously by new statistical methods discussed in the “Emerging Methods of Analysis Section”.

2. Alternative study designs

In response to the above concerns about patient recruitment, nonadherence and attrition and their impact on validity, we consider enhancements in the designs and analyses of randomized clinical or community trials for evaluating interventions in the study of depression that can be extended to other mental health conditions. The aims of these newer designs are to improve patient recruitment and treatment adherence and to reduce attrition in psychiatric intervention studies, and to bring study designs more in line with clinical practice in estimating treatment efficacy and effectiveness. Such modifications may make trials more attractive to participants and make the findings more useful to all stakeholders.

Four different types of designs will be reviewed as enhancements of the traditional randomized trial to formally accommodate patient/provider preferences and/or nonadherence: 1) “fixed adaptive designs” in which patients are randomized to treatment arms that entail algorithmic sequences of treatment changes to adapt to intermediate patient outcomes (e.g., augmentation with a second line antidepressant if the patient does not respond to the initial antidepressant); 2) “randomized adaptive designs,” which represent a sequentially randomized version of fixed adaptive designs, and in which all subjects are sequentially randomized, so that at each visit they are randomized to a specific component of a regimen for the subsequent period, but in such a way (“biased coin toss”) that previous outcomes and patient and provider preference influence the probabilities of assignment to specific treatment regimens; 3) “randomized consent” or “encouragement” designs in which all subjects are randomized, but then are given the option to adhere to their assigned treatment or switch treatments if a different treatment is preferred; and 4) partially randomized patient preference” (or just “patient preference”) designs where subjects decide if they are to be randomized to the interventions or allowed to select the intervention assignment.

The above designs extend traditional randomized clinical trial designs by incorporating understandings of treatment preferences and their impact on study behaviors into study designs in order to allow more ecologically informed inferences. While the study designs of interest in this paper all entail randomization of study participants to interventions, they differ with respect to the timing of patient/provider choice, outcomes, and randomization (See Table 1). Several designs allow patient/provider choice prior to randomization, whereas others designs provide for patient or physician-based decisions after randomization.

Methodologically, the fixed adaptive treatment and randomized consent designs are the most closely related to the traditional randomized trial designs. They involve randomizing all study subjects once, and then allow different intervention protocols depending on preferences. The randomized adaptive and patient preference designs differ the most from traditional randomized designs, because they entail either randomization to interventions of only a sub-set of patients (patient preference) or a sequence of randomization for each subject (randomized adaptive). Among these designs, the patient preference designs are susceptible to the most bias in estimating differences between interventions. Such designs have evolved in a number of different forms in other areas of biomedical research to limit this susceptibil-
ity. However, as long as they entail a patient choice prior to randomization, they remain plagued by bias.

Essentially, all of the designs considered here including the patient preference designs rely on perceptions of equipoise holding among study subjects. Otherwise, there will be very few subjects actually receiving the intervention that is not preferred by subjects, and regardless of design, estimates of treatment effect will consequently be difficult to obtain.

These designs differ with respect to the treatment effect of interest in studies. As indicated above, we distinguish between the “planned treatment effect” [27] and the “implemented treatment effect” [27] or “public health benefit” [28]. The planned treatment effect is usually estimated using interventions studies under conditions in which considerable control is exerted over patient (e.g., highly restricted, adherent populations with noncomplicated illnesses), provider (e.g., well trained and supervised in delivering the specific intervention, oftentimes with limited caseloads), and intervention (e.g., sufficient dose, high degree of fidelity in delivery of intervention). In contrast, the implemented treatment effect pertains to much more variable conditions such as diverse, less adherent patients, more complicated illnesses in terms of severity or co-occurring disorders, providers (e.g., less supervision and oversight in delivering the intervention, caseloads that are similar to what is found in usual care settings), and intervention (e.g., great variability in dose, less fidelity to the model form of the intervention based on patient, provider, and setting characteristics).

2.1. Fixed adaptive designs

Such designs are becoming more prevalent in the mental health services research field in attempting to ensure that evidence-based treatments are administered to the appropriate patient population in community practice [29–31]. The common feature of these studies is that all patients in a given study are randomized to treatment arms entailing algorithmic sequences of treatment changes to adapt to intermediate patients outcomes (e.g., augmentation with a second line antidepressant if the patient does not respond to the initial antidepressant). Such a design is referred to as a “fixed adaptive” design because the range of optional algorithmic sequences to which subjects can be randomized is predetermined prior to randomization. It is conceptually distinct from the randomized adaptive design, under which the algorithmic sequence is specified as the trial proceeds with a sequence of randomizations or coin-tosses.

2.2. Randomized adaptive designs

Lavori and Dawson [32] have proposed a design that is appropriate to evaluating treatment algorithms that entail switching the dosage or nature of the treatment that individual patient are receiving based on the observed effects of previous assignments. With appropriate analyses, this design provides a modeling of the flexibility seen in clinical practice while allowing for the evaluation of the consequences of particular choices in treatment. These applications take findings from monitoring the clinical outcomes within individual patients as the basis for making decisions about subsequent care. The obvious applications are in the evaluation of rules for adjusting dosages of antidepressants, augmenting treatment with additional medications or psychotherapy or switching treatments altogether. It is also possible to use instances of nonadherence such as patients’ failures to keep psychotherapy appointments as intermediate outcomes defining clinical decision points. The intervention could then consist of introduction of some support for patient adherence, whether this consists of simple prompts or more elaborate efforts to overcome logistical barriers such as provision of transportation. These additions to clinical trials are seldom evaluated in terms of their contribution to the overall treatment effect observed and often added in ways that preclude evaluation and limit the generalizability of results. Even worse, they are often added nonrandomly or over the course of a trial as the significance of these factors for nonadherence or attrition become apparent. Because they are not part of the formal intervention, they may not be given their due attention in the description of methods or the interpretation of results.

The within-subject biased-coin design proposed by Lavori and Dawson [32] is an adaptation of the “play-the-winner” design with ball-in-the-urn modification of randomization probabilities. The original “play-the-winner” strategy entailed randomizing only the first recruited subject and then basing each subsequent subject’s treatment assignment on the success of the previous subject’s assigned treatment [33]. For instance, if the previous subject exhibited a positive treatment response with the assigned treatment then the current subject would receive that treatment, otherwise the current subject would receive the other treat-

---

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Design</th>
<th>Time 1</th>
<th>Time 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Partial patient preference</td>
<td>Patient preference</td>
<td>Randomization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Randomized encouragement/consent</td>
<td>Randomization</td>
<td>Patient preference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Randomized adaptive</td>
<td>Randomization/patient preference, outcome</td>
<td>Randomization/patient preference, outcome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fixed adaptive</td>
<td>Randomization</td>
<td>Patient preference, outcome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traditional randomized</td>
<td>Randomization</td>
<td>Patient outcome</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ment The ball-in-the-urn modification of this play-the-winner strategy involves randomizing each subject, but allowing the randomization probability of each subject to deviate from the first randomization probability. This deviation is based on a mathematical function of the previous outcomes, such as a probability-yielding transformation of the sum of the previous outcome scores [34].

Lavori and Dawson [32] extended this ball-in-the-urn modification of the play-the-winner strategy by applying it to a repeated measures analysis in the context of determining the optimal time for switching or augmenting antidepressant medication. More specifically, under their design all subjects begin a trial on an initial treatment, and at each of the multiple preplanned follow-up visits each subject is randomized to remain on initial treatment or switch/augment. The randomization probability for a given subject at a given follow-up visit is a function of the subject’s outcomes in previous visits, again such as a probability-producing transformation of the sum of the previous outcome scores. The resulting probability is then the randomization probability at a current visit, thus allowing previous outcomes to influence the chances of starting a new treatment for a given individual at that visit. In the context of assessing the efficacy of more complex algorithmic treatment interventions, the sequential randomization aspects of this design also allow more valid estimation of overall treatment efficacy and the efficacy of the individual components of the algorithm, in addition to estimation of the optimal timing of particular regimes proposed by Lavori and Dawson [32]. These benefits are discussed in more detail below.

2.3. Partially randomized patient-preference designs

Strong evidence and persuasive arguments from the psychological literature suggest that treatment preferences influence study behaviors (e.g., Corrigan & Salzer, 2001) and potentially compromise research aimed at understanding treatment effects [20]. Another class of designs, partially randomized patient-preference designs, is particularly useful where strong preferences among some patients threaten either the ability to recruit an adequate sample size of representative patients or where such preferences threaten patients’ acceptance of treatment assignment, adherence, or retention in the clinical trial, thus leading to possibly substantial nonrandom differences in outcomes between those who receive the treatment and those who do not. The partially randomized patient-preference designs entail strategies that anticipate this preference problem using prospective participant analysis prior to randomization, avoiding attempted comparisons of resulting groups that are likely to be noncomparable.

The class of patient preference designs also allows modeling the clinical context in which patients exercise the opportunity to make choices among available treatments. As well as offering some accommodation of these choices, it provides an evaluation of the extent to which the patient expectations reflected in preferences for particular treatments might influence the observed performance of the assigned treatment. Yet another set of applications come in situations where preferences on the part of providers or referral sources may affect recruitment and retention, and, here also, this class of designs allows modeling and evaluation of this common clinical reality.

These benefits of the patient preference designs impact the selection bias and adherence problems underlying randomized trials in psychiatry. Such designs may be more attractive to potential subjects than the traditional randomized trials for which treatment availability depends on chance, thus reducing the selection bias inherent in randomized trials. Additionally, it is thought that adherence and effectiveness may be greater for behavioral interventions if a patient has some influence in choosing the treatment [35]. However, there is also evidence that being allowed to choose treatment does not necessarily improve short term outcome in depressed patients in primary care given either antidepressants or counseling [36] or nondirective counseling, cognitive-behavioral therapy, or usual general practitioner care [37]. The justification for patient preference designs is therefore one of increased subject enrollment and increased generalizability to the mixture of patients who are involved in deciding on interventions and those who experience equipoise with respect to choice of intervention. Increased adherence may also result from the patient preference designs, thus increasing the internal validity of studies. Because of these benefits, this class of designs has received much attention in a number of different fields such as dentistry and obstetrics research [38–41]. However, applications in psychiatry have been relatively recent [42].

However, these benefits need to be weighed against several disadvantages. The stringent sample size requirements and the possibility that all patients in the preference arm may choose one treatment if the study patients do not perceive equipoise, thus precluding any comparison in the preference group that is parallel to the randomized comparison. In particular, a separate analysis of treatment differences needs to be performed in each of the preference and randomized group, leading to a second order comparison of treatment effects between the two types of patients, i.e., a test of group-treatment interaction. Such a comparison requires an approximate increase of 50–100% of the original sample size necessary for a completely randomized trial. Moreover, the comparison within the preference group and between the preference and randomized groups to assess for equal treatment effects in the two groups is confounded. However, the problems related to such confounding may be diminished, and the utility of the designs increased, if the preference groups are included primarily for comparisons in the postacute phases of treatment (e.g., continuation or maintenance phases), when the balancing benefits of preacute phase randomization are diluted due to drop-out
and nonresponse during the acute phase. That is, the confounding differences between the preference and randomized groups is most likely less substantial after the acute phase when the randomized groups are “contaminated” by losing drop-outs and nonresponders for the continuation or maintenance phases.

In an attempt to resolve the increased susceptibility to confounding, variants in patient preference designs that include two levels of randomization have been proposed [43–45]. In these designs, each enrolled subject is randomized to either: 1) a second randomization into one of two treatment arms; or 2) a patient preference arm under which a decision by the patient is made in terms of treatment assignment. Such a design also accommodates patient preference, but benefits from having one level of randomization that is applied to all subjects. However, the additional randomization is only beneficial in assessing differences between patients who choose their treatment and those who are randomized to their treatment. That is, the second order (i.e., interaction) assessment of treatment effect differences between preference and randomized groups of patients will not be as susceptible to confounding of unobserved patient differences. Nonetheless, within the patient preference group, any treatment effect between those who prefer one intervention over another will be subject to unobserved confounding. Hence, any second order difference between preference and randomized patients will be difficult to explain in terms of patient preference or unobserved patient differences in the patient preference group. Bradley [38] provided some other criticisms of this two-level randomized patient-preference design, in advocating the single-randomization patient preference design. Nonetheless, both types of patient preference designs are susceptible to the same type of unobserved confounding of comparisons between interventions in the patient preference group.

Lavori, Rush, Wisniewski, Alpert, Fava, Kupfer et al. [44] proposed a related design “equipoise-stratified randomization” under which patients or their providers are allowed to choose from among several different overall strategies within which the patient and provider perceive equipoise among all treatments. After a general class of strategies is chosen, patients are then randomized to the individual treatment regimes within a class selected by the patient and provider. Lavori, Rush, Wisniewski, Alpert, Fava, Kupfer et al. [44] proposed applying such a scheme to the STEP-BD program, which offers a multitude of alternative treatments and possibilities for augmenting or switching between them. Once a patient and/or his/her provider have chosen a set of alternative treatments that are acceptable, patients are randomized to one of the target drugs either at the onset of treatment or when either switching/augmenting is required. As with the patient preference designs, the issue of confounding arises when comparing treatment effects among the different sets of equipoise treatments.

2.4. Randomized encouragement designs

Randomized encouragement or randomized consent designs offer another set of strategies for addressing patient preference or nonadherence. They involve randomizing all subjects but then giving them the option to adhere to their assigned treatment or switch treatments if a different treatment is preferred. The intent is to pre-empt nonadherence by allowing patients to choose according to protocol. Zelen [45] defined two types of randomized consent designs: 1) “single consent randomized design”, in which only study subjects randomized to the experimental treatment are asked to consent to the experimental treatment or to the standard treatment, whereas subjects randomized to the standard treatment are not asked for consent and expected to adhere to the standard treatment; and 2) the “double consent randomized design”, in which study subjects in each of the experimental and standard arms are asked to consent to their respective treatments or to receiving the alternative treatment [46]. Duan, Wells, Braslow and Weisz [28] have proposed and implemented [47] an extension of this type of design to include encouragement strategies for the patients randomized to experimental treatment, as a way to formalize adherence strategies. In studies examining ways of improving the outcome of depression in primary care, the encouragement adaptation of the single consent randomized trial design may be applicable in cases where a care manager-aided intervention is compared to a usual care arm in the context of primary care practices, where care managers are typically not available without study resources. In the studies where different well-established therapies are under comparison (e.g., SSRI versus non-SSRI antidepressants), a double consent randomized design with an encouragement component may be more appropriate, as either treatment is publicly available to all patients.

3. Emerging methods of analysis

Estimation of both efficacy and effectiveness is discussed here in two contexts: 1) overall treatment regimens (e.g., a sequence of several medication and/or psychotherapies through acute, continuation, and maintenance phases); and 2) individual components of treatment regimens (e.g., effect of a specific medication in the acute phase before any needed rescue medication or therapy is administered). With treatment nonadherence, intent-to-treat analyses of these efficacy studies provide estimates of treatment effectiveness, i.e., the average treatment effect in a population with the same mixture of adherers and nonadherers as in the study sample [48]. Estimates of treatment efficacy can be obtained from these clinical trials in the presence of treatment nonadherence when approaches such as the instrumental variable procedure are employed [48]. Here, the instrumental variable is randomization and is used to control for potential bias due to unobserved factors related to the out-
come and nonadherence to treatment. However, these approaches require assumptions, such as no direct effects of randomization apart from taking the assigned treatment that may not be verifiable from the collected data or difficult to satisfy in unblinded trials.

### 3.1. Overall effectiveness

For obtaining estimates of the overall treatment effectiveness or overall program effect, using the intent-to-treat analysis with the fixed adaptive or randomized consent designs is suitable, because the overall treatment regimens are randomized under these two designs. This is not the case for the randomized adaptive designs, in which individual components of a treatment regimen are randomized and hence intent-to-treat comparisons of overall regimens are difficult to perform if not precluded.

### 3.2. Overall "planned treatment effect"

Furthermore, the randomized or fixed adaptive designs may be used to estimate the "planned treatment effect" of the overall treatment (i.e., the effect of receiving a planned algorithm) with recently developed statistical methods for estimation of individual treatment effects at each stage, and then weighted averaging for combining these individual component effects to obtain estimates of overall efficacy due to a specific regimen of treatment [49]. Such estimates of efficacy are contingent on delineating the individual components of the overall treatment regimen and then defining and measuring adherence to these individual components. An example of a sequence of delineated treatment components may be: 1) the initiation of treatment in the acute phase with an SSRI; 2) continuing SSRI treatment for responders in the continuation phase; or initiating alternate medication for nonresponders still in the acute phase; and 3) for nonresponders who do not respond to the second medication, starting a third medication or interpersonal therapy.

The methods of analysis for estimating overall efficacy under randomized encouragement protocols represent extensions of instrumental variable and weighted regression methods. The weighted regression approaches, also known as marginal structural modeling [49], employ weights that are proportional to the probability of receiving the treatment. Such a probability is based on nonadherence levels, patient and provider preferences, and randomization probabilities (in the case of the randomized adaptive designs).

### 3.3. “Planned treatment effect” of individual components

For obtaining estimates of the “planned treatment effect” (i.e., efficacy) of individual components, the randomized adaptive design is most appropriate because the randomization at each stage of the treatment regimen reduces the chances of unmeasured confounding of the treatment effects. In contrast, other designs including the fixed adaptive design require certain assumptions such as the absence of unmeasured confounders to obtain estimates of the efficacy of individual components of a treatment regimen.

We note that possibilities for inference of any treatment effect under the patient preference design is limited, because of confounding due to unmeasured differences between the group that is not randomized and the group that is. The corresponding analysis approaches rely on regression adjustments such as propensity scores that adjust for potentially observed confounders. Alternatively, latent class models may be employed for identifying potential classes of subjects within which confounding is controlled [50].

Finally, not only is the randomized adaptive design beneficial with respect to estimating the efficacy of overall treatment regimens and their individual components, but the design also facilitates the estimation of the optimal timing of a particular regimen. Lavori and Dawson [32] proposed using a Bayesian procedure that relies on prior information provided by study investigators and previous and current treatment outcomes for individual patients in imputing unobserved outcomes under the alternative treatment that was not received by the current subject (e.g., watchful waiting if a subject was randomized to active treatment). However, one can also employ more parametric methods [49].

### 4. Conclusions and recommendations

The various designs discussed in this paper all have their unique benefits and costs that make them appropriate under different study contexts and represent methodological and analytic steps that can be taken to extend knowledge generated by more traditional randomized designs (See Table 2). For investigating individual components of complex interventions, it is
recommended that the randomized adaptive design be utilized. This randomized adaptive design can accommodate patient/provider inputs by altering randomization probabilities in light of previous outcomes and preferences in estimates of overall efficacy. It can also be useful for individual components. Use of the related Zelen’s “Play the winner” design augmented with ball-in-the-urn modification of randomization probabilities may be appropriate for studies of simple interventions such as comparisons of face-to-face versus telephone-based approaches to disease management for depression. In this case, nonadherence on the part of those patients assigned to one intervention would increase the probability of randomization of future subjects to the other arm. The fixed adaptive randomization strategies would be useful for assessing black box interventions, in which the efficacy of individual components is not a high priority, and when patients have positive perceptions of equipoise. For more emphasis on patient preferences, either the patient preference or the randomized encouragement designs may be used with the available sample size the determining factor among these two patient preference-based approaches. More specifically, the patient preference design under which only a part of the sample is randomized allows the assessment of whether differences between groups randomized to receive alternative treatments also exist between groups that chose these interventions. However, such comparisons need large sample sizes on the order of tests for interactions. The bias problems with patient preference designs may be diminished if patient preference groups are introduced into the analysis in the maintenance or more subsequent phases of treatment when the benefits of baseline randomization are diminished. In contrast, the randomized encouragement design results in the randomization of all subjects. However, nonadherence can reduce effect sizes. Hence, if sample size is a limiting factor then randomized encouragement designs would be most useful; otherwise patient preference designs would be preferable. We also note that the randomized encouragement design is more susceptible to lack of perceived equipoise on the part of patients and their providers because it offers choices of treatments to randomized participants.

In working to close the gaps between current randomized clinical trials, and the need to deliver effective care to populations of patients, there is a need for research to develop hybrid designs that combine the best aspects of each of the approaches discussed above. For example, one such design might entail randomizing each prospective randomized patient selection to either a preference or randomized group before treatment assignment is made. In each of the preference and randomization groups, the treatment under investigation could include encouragement strategies in which adherence to treatment is the focus of care management strategies. In groups receiving encouragement, the elements of care provided could be determined through an adaptive treatment format, so as to also allow assessment of timing of switching/augmenting and titration rates of antidepressant medications. Such a design would be complex, both conceptually and logistically. However, the difficulties mirror those encountered in delivering high quality care to real patients. If that goal is to be achieved, research must move beyond simple randomized clinical trials to address the real interventions that are required by representative patients and providers.
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